
A Denotational Semantics for PrologFausto Spoto and Giorgio LeviDipartimento di InformaticaUniversit�a di Pisafspoto,levig@di.unipi.itAbstractIn this paper we propose a denotational semantics for Prolog and an approach to theabstract interpretation of Prolog programs; we deal with the control rules of Prolog and thecut operator. Moreover, we get a simple denotation for negation as �nite failure. The abstractanalysis is proposed both for computed answers analysis and for call patterns analysis. Inboth cases the abstract semantics is �nitely computable. Two examples show the usefulnessof our approach for the analysis of Prolog programs.1 IntroductionA semantics can be useful as a tool for program understanding, as a tool for de�ning anequivalence relation between programs (in relation to program transformations), or as a toolfor program analysis. The latter is our main interest. The �rst question to be answered iswhy we look for a new semantics of a subset of Prolog (more precisely, of Prolog withoutdatabase and set operations). There exist many formalizations for subsets of Prolog, andthere exists even a formalization for full Prolog [3]; clearly [3] is an operational rather than adenotational semantics. However, we are not religiously bound to denotational semantics; themain problem with operational semantics is that, being goal-dependent, it is not adequate asa basis for goal-independent analysis, where we are concerned with program properties whichhold for any valid query. For instance we want to compute groundness or sharing informationat some program points, and we want this information to be correct independently from thequery. If we are concerned with goal-independent global analysis, a denotational semantics isde�nitely better than an operational one. The usual argument against denotational semanticsis that it is not very good in dealing with all the operational subtleties. This is not a realissue in global analysis since it deals with abstraction, hence there is often a safe way ofdisregarding those subtleties without losing correctness and precision. Moreover, one of theaims of this paper is just showing how several operational aspects of Prolog can precisely bemodeled in a denotational setting.So why do not we use one of the denotational semantics already de�ned for varioussubsets of Prolog [7, 6, 10]? The answer is that none of them is adequate to abstraction. Theonly one developed for abstract interpretation is the semantics presented in [11]. The onlyproblem with that semantics is that it follows a goal-dependent approach. For a comparisonbetween our approach and theirs, see conclusions.Our semantics was explicitly designed for abstraction and we will show it can naturally beused for goal-independent global analysis. Handling Prolog control features allows us to geta more precise analysis. In particular our approach deals with the leftmost selection rule, thedepth �rst search rule and the cut operator. Moreover, it is a simple task to \implement" theProlog not/1 operator once we have the cut operator. Hence even negation as �nite failureis modeled denotationally. Similarly we can implement some other built-in's like if then/2and if then else/3.Our results can be considered as the natural evolution of a series of previous results. The�rst is [8], where an attempt to model divergence is developed in a �xpoint framework. Amore adequate semantics for modeling divergence is presented in [4] as an abstraction of amore concrete semantics given in terms of resultants. A resultant H : �B, where B is a nonempty set of goals, is abstracted into a \divergent atom" eH, representing computation whichis still in progress and which can possibly remove all the following atoms observed in thecomputation. Note that the semantic domain consists of sequences rather than sets of atoms,in order to model the relation between atoms implied by the \backtracking" semantics ofProlog. A further development of the semantics in [4] can be found in [12], where the problemof the abstract semantics (useful for program analysis) is tackled, and the new feature of



\downward approximation" of constraints is introduced; A further development of this line ofresearch is [13], where the semantics is extended to deal with the cut operator and an attemptto solve the problem of downward approximations is made; The used semantic domain is verycomplex, since any constraint is associated to a history and to a cutpoint. In the present workwe will show how this information can safely be discarded. Moreover, we will give a muchsimpler and e�ective solution to the problem of downward approximation of constraints.Another problem with [13] was that an abstract analysis built on that semantics was notnecessarily �nite even when de�ned on �nite abstract domain. This important problem issolved in the present work (see section 9).Another approach strongly related to ours is the one described in [1], where a semanticsfor logic programs with Prolog control was obtained by \compiling" a Prolog program into anask/tell language, so that the semantics of the Prolog program can be viewed as the semanticsof a concurrent logic program. The main problem with [1] is that the transformation usesconstraints like \the execution of this goal terminates", whose abstraction is not trivial. Theproblem related to the abstraction of these goals, in a �nite abstract analysis framework, isthe same as the problem of �nding an (upward or downward) approximation of SLD treeswith control faced in [2], or even as the problem of the approximation of the consistency ofconstraints faced in [13]. Up to now there was no sensible proposal for control approximation.Hence all these approaches are still theoretical rather than practical. In this paper wefollow the approach of [1]. However we use a new kind of constraints, in particular we use\observability" constraints which check whether they are consistent with the constraint store.Moreover, we suggest how to handle these constraints in the abstract case, and we propose ageneral approach for approximating them, by keeping only the information which is relevantfrom the abstract point of view, rather than too concrete information like termination.In order to better understand the ideas underlying the following sections, consider thisProlog program: d(X) : �d(X):q(X; Y) : �X = 4; !:q(X; Y) : �d(X); X = Y:p(X; Y) : �q(X; Y); r(X):r(X) : � : : :If we compute the s-semantics of this program by ignoring the control information, we getthe following denotation for q: fX = 4; X = Y g. This is a complete information but anincorrect one, since the answer X = Y can never be found by a Prolog interpreter due to thedivergence of d. Moreover we loose precision in deriving abstract information. For instancewe cannot tell that X is always ground in the call r(X), because the only branch of executionfor q is the �rst one, which grounds X. Finally, we cannot guess that X will never be free inthe call of d in q, because otherwise the cut would have excluded the second clause for q.One could wonder whether the above example is an ad-hoc program, developed just forshowing the usefulness of control information for improving program analysis. Therefore letus consider a more \realistic" program:select vars in term(X; [X]) : �var(X); !:select vars in term(A; []) : �atom(A); !:select vars in term(F; L) : �F = ::[ NamejArgs];select vars in list(Args; L):select vars in list([]; []):select vars in list([HjT]; [H1jT1]) : �select vars in term(H; H1);select vars in list(T; T1):Assume we know from some global analysis that the procedure selectvars in term is always called with its second argument free. If we take into account thecontrol information, it is easy to guess that in the third clause F can never be a free variablenor an atom. This would allow us to provide an optimized code which checks only whetherF is a number.Roughly speaking, dealing with control allows us to collect not only the informationrelated to the successful execution of a branch of computation, but even that related to thesimple observability of it, which should not be hidden by divergence or cut; we will not tryto guess when a branch of a computation is observable or not (this would lead to control



approximation) but merely what abstract information can we derive from the observabilityof a branch of computation. We will try to solve the problem: \if I arrived here, what do Iknow?" and not the problem \when do I arrive here?". Hence we will add to any constraint,in the following called \kernel" constraint, an observability condition, in the form of an\observability" constraint, which is to be satis�ed in order to make the kernel constraintobservable.2 PreliminariesWe assume the reader familiar with basic algebraic structures. A sequence is an orderedcollection of elements with repetitions. :: denotes sequence concatenation.Abstract interpretation [5] is a technique which allows us to statically (\compile time")determine some dynamic (\run time") properties of a program. The idea is that of executingthe program on an \abstract" domain, where every element represents a set of elements ofthe \concrete" domain. This technique is widely used in computer science both for reasoningabout the relations between di�erent semantics and for program analysis.Note that in the program analysis case the abstract domain should be chosen with theaim of making the computation e�ective. The abstraction (and related approximation) isneeded because we know from Rice's theorem that most \interesting" properties of programsare not e�ectively computable.One way of formalizing abstract interpretation is by means of Galois connectionsDe�nition 1 A Galois connection between the posets hP;vi and hP a;vai is a pair h�; iof total maps such that for all p 2 P and for all pa 2 P a we have �(p) va pa if and only ifp v (pa). � and  are the abstraction and the concretization maps of the connection.We know from a theorem in [5] that, given two complete lattices hP;vi and hP a;vai, ifh�; i is a Galois connection between them, � : P 7! P and �a : P a 7! P a are two monotonicoperators and �(?) = ?a, then the local correctness condition implies the global one, i.e.��� va �a �� implies �(lfp(�)) va lfp(�a) and moreover ��� = �a �� implies �(lfp(�)) =lfp(�a). The following result will allow us to get simpler proofs.Proposition 2 Let hF;vi and hF a;vai be two posets and T : F 7! F , T a : F a 7! F a and� : F 7! F a be three monotonic maps such that �(?) = ?a and � � T va T a � �. Then wecan extend F and F a to two complete lattices eF and fF a respectively and �, T and T a tomonotonic maps e� : eF 7! fF a, eT : eF 7! eF and fT a : fF a 7! fF a such that he�; ��1i is a Galoisconnection between eF and fF a, e�(?) = ?a and the correctness condition e� � eT va fT a � e�holds.The relevance of the above proposition is that we do not need to be concerned with thein�nite elements of the two lattices, neither we have to de�ne the semantic operators andthe abstraction map on them. Roughly speaking, F consists of the �nite elements of eF andF a consists of the �nite elements of fF a.In the following we will use an \abstract" syntax for Prolog programs, which simpli�esthe semantic operators. The translation from Prolog into our syntax is straightforward andcan be understood by noting that the Prolog clause q(X):-p(X),!,s(X). is translated intoq(X):-cut(p(X)) and s(X). . Finally, our abstract syntax assumes all predicates to beunary; this constraint simpli�es the de�nition of the semantics without loss of generality.The extension of that de�nition to the general case is anyway straightforward.3 The denotational semanticsOur semantics will be a denotational one: we will compositionally de�ne the element of thedomain representing the meaning of a goal from the meanings of the components of this goal.This allows us to de�ne the semantics of a program as the �xpoint of a suitable continuousoperator on the semantic domain.De�nition 3 Given a program P , its immediate consequences operator is de�ned as TP (I)(p) =99x([[��;x]] 
 <(E [[B]]I)), where p(x):-B. is the de�nition of p in P , I is an interpretation,i.e., a map that tells us what we already know about the semantics of the more general goals,and E [[c]]I = [[c]] E [[G1 and G2]]I = E [[G1]]I 
 E [[G2]]IE [[G1 or G2]]I = E [[G1]]I � E [[G2]]I E [[p(x)]]I = 99�([[�x;�]]
 I(p))E [[cut(G)]]I = !(E [[G]]I) E [[exists x:G]] = 99x(E [[G]]I) :



The semantics of a program P is de�ned as: S(P ) = Fi�0(T iP (I0)).The semantic operators (
, �, 9, ! and <) will be de�ned in the following. Let us just notethat we use a map [[ ]] to build the denotation of a single constraint, while a compositionalde�nition is used for conjunction of atoms (
) and disjunction of clauses (�). The denotationof a procedure call is obtained by modifying the denotation in the environment I in such away that all references to � are replaced by references to x. � is the standard variable usedas parameter in the denotations of all procedure declarations, while we want a denotationfor the speci�c procedure call.The denotation for cut(G) is obtained by applying the ! operator to the denotation forG. We will describe this operator later. We can just note some of its properties. First of all,it must allow a solution found in the execution of G to \cut away" all the solutions found inthe following. Moreover, if we consider the computation of the denotation for cut(G) or G0,the same solution must cut all the solutions found in the execution of G0. This property ofexpanding the scoping of the cut must be added by the ! operator to the denotation of G toobtain the denotation of cut(G). Note however that the scope of the ! built-in in Prolog doesnot extend beyond the procedure de�nition it belongs to. Therefore we must remove theproperty added to the denotation of G by the ! operator when we compute the denotationof a procedure which contains cut(G). This is exactly the role of the < operator, used in thede�nition of TP . In a given interpretation, all scopes are closed.In the following section we will describe our semantic domain, while in section 5 we willgive the de�nition of the semantic operators on this domain.4 Semantic domainWe now de�ne the semantic domain. The lattice of basic constraints could be thought ofas the domain of analysis, for instance equations over rational trees, though more abstract\domains" could be used (and they actually will in section 8). The diagonal elements �x;yrepresent uni�cation of x and y. For instance, in the case of rational trees, they representthe equation x = y. They are needed to perform parameter passing. The cylindri�cationoperators 9x are used to remove from a constraint all the information related to x, and area simple way for avoiding all renaming problems.Observability constraints are a new concept; roughly speaking, an observability constrainto is satis�ed in a given constraint store S if and only if it is consistent with it, i.e. if andonly if S ^ o is satis�able. Note that we do not require o to be entailed by S. From analternative point of view, we can look at observability constraints as constraints which giveus some information on the constraint store. If o is satis�ed in S then S is consistent witho. This remark will be useful when we will consider abstract observability constraints.In the following, we will consider pairs consisting of a \kernel" constraints and its \ob-servability" part. A kernel constraint k is observable in a given constraint store if and onlyif its observability part o is satis�ed. The kernel part represents the contribution of theconstraint to the constraint store in the case the constraint is observable.De�nition 4 A basic constraint is an element of a lattice hB;�;_;^; true; falsei, where _is the greatest lower bound operator, ^ is the least upper bound operator, true is the top ofthe lattice and false is the bottom of the lattice. We assume there exist elements �x;y 2 B:for instance �x;y represents the constraint identifying the variables x and y. Moreover, weassume there is a family of monotonic operators 9x on the set of constraints, representingthe restriction of a constraint obtained by hiding all the information related to the variablex. The set of kernel constraints is de�ned as K = B.The set O of observability constraints is de�ned as follows:� a basic constraint is an observability constraint;� if a1 and a2 are observability constraints, then a1 u a2 is an observability constraint;� if a1 and a2 are observability constraints, then a1 t a2 is an observability constraint;� if a is an observability constraint, then �a is an observability constraint.We assume an injection map / obs from kernel constraints into observability constraintsde�ned as k /obs = k.A conditional convergent constraint (convergent constraint for short) is an element ofC = O�K. o+ k will denote ho; ki 2 C, where o is the observability part and k is the kernel



part of the constraint. We will use the usual notation for �eld selection: (o + k)1 = o and(o+ k)2 = k.We de�ne the following sets of constraints: eC = f]o+ kjo+k 2 Cg (divergent constraints),C = fo+ kjo+k 2 Cg (open convergent constraints) and C = fo+ kjo+k 2 Cg (open internalconstraints). A constraint is an element of the set C = C [ eC [ C [ C. The module operatorj � j : C 7! C is de�ned as jo+ kj = o+ k, j]o+ kj = o+ k, jo+ kj = o+ k and jo+ kj = o+ k.De�nition 5 The usual notion of satis�ability is de�ned on kernel constraints. A kernelconstraint k is satis�able in a constraint store S and in a structure interpretation I, if andonly if there exists an environment � such that j=�I (S ^ k).Satis�ability for observability constraints is di�erent in that we allow di�erent environ-ments to be used in di�erent proofs.� if o 2 B, then o is satis�able in S and I, if and only if o is satis�able in S and I as akernel constraint;� o1 u o2 is satis�able in S and I, if and only if both o1 and o2 are satis�able in S and I;� o1 t o2 is satis�able in S and I, if and only if o1 or o2 is satis�able in S and I;� �o is satis�able in S and I, if and only if o is not satis�able in S and I.The lifting of an observability constraint with respect to a kernel constraint is the ob-servability constraint which already \knows" a bit of the constraint store it will be evaluatedin. More precisely, k � o is satis�ed in S, if and only if o is satis�ed in S ^ k.De�nition 6 The lifting of an observability constraint with respect to a kernel constraint isde�ned as follows:k � k0 = k ^ k0 k � (o1 u o2) = (k � o1) u (k � o2)k � (o1 t o2) = (k � o1) t (k � o2) k � �o = � (k � o)De�nition 7 Given a sequence of constraints s, we de�ne its divergence condition as:�(s) =G]o+k2s o u (k /obs)its cut condition as:�(s) =Go+k2s(o u (k /obs)) tGo+k2s(o u (k /obs))its block condition as �(s) = �(s) t �(s) and its convergence condition as:o(s) =Go+k2s(o u (k /obs)) t Go+k2s(o u (k /obs))We will develop a semantics scheme for Prolog programs which assigns a sequence of con-straints as denotation for a goal; we will make things going in such a way that the divergencecondition related to this sequence checks whether the computation diverges starting from agiven constraint store or not; similarly the cut condition checks whether the computation ofsubsequent constraints is blocked by a cut or not; the convergence condition checks whetherthe computation reaches a solution or not (it may even diverge, but only after reaching atthe least a solution). We write SS for the set of sequences of constraints.The conditioning of a sequence of constraints improves the observability part of themrequiring an additional condition to be satis�ed.De�nition 8 The conditioning of a sequence with an observability constraint is de�ned aso � hi = hi and o � hv1; : : : ; vni = ho � v1; : : : ; o � vni, whereo � hô0 + k0i = h ^o u o0 + k0i o � ho0 + k0i = ho u o0 + k0io � ho0 + k0i = ho u o0 + k0i o � ho0 + k0i = ho u o0 + k0i :Given a sequence of constraints, its instantiation with a kernel constraint is a sequencewhose constraints are evaluated in a constraint store which already contains the kernel con-straint: so the observability part of the constraints is lifted, while the kernel part is expandedwith the kernel constraint.



De�nition 9 The instantiation of a sequence with a kernel constraint is de�ned as k�hi = hiand k � hv1; : : : ; vni = hk � v1; : : : ; k � vni, wherek � hô0 + k0i = h ^k � o0 + k ^ k0i k � ho0 + k0i = hk � o0 + k ^ k0ik � ho0 + k0i = hk � o0 + k ^ k0i k � ho0 + k0i = hk � o0 + k ^ k0i :We are now ready to de�ne the semantic operators of de�nition 3.5 Semantic operators and their propertiesGiven a syntactic constraint c, its denotation is simply c, with no observability condition(i.e. the observability condition is always satis�able): [[c]] = true+ c.Sum of sequences is not simply sequence juxtaposition. Clearly the �rst sequence mustprecede the second, because its constraints are observed before the ones of the latter. Howeverwe must be sure that if the computation stops in the �rst sequence, due for instance todivergence or cut, all the constraints of the second sequence are not observable. Therefore weinstantiate them with the opposite of the block condition of the �rst sequence. The rationaleis that they are observable only if the computation did not stop in the �rst sequence.De�nition 10 Given two sequences of constraints s1 and s2, we de�ne their sum as s1�s2 =s1 :: ��(s1) � s2.The cut of a denotation should allow the �rst observable and satis�ed constraint to cutall the following constraints. Therefore we add the opposite of the convergence conditionof the leading portion of a sequence to the observability part of the trailing portion of it.If the constraints of the trailing portion are observable, then no solution was found in the�rst portion of the sequence (because its convergent constraints were inconsistent or notobservable). Note however that, if the sequence obtained by the application of the cutoperator is used as the left operand of a � operation, we must allow the cut to extendits scope to the right operand (because the cut operator cuts horizontally all the solutionsfound in the portion to its left of the clause it appears in and cuts vertically all the solutionsfound using the following clauses). Hence all the convergent constraints are transformed intoopen convergent constraints, so that they can contribute to the de�nition of � (see abovede�nitions of � and �).De�nition 11 The map ! on sequences is de�ned as follows!(ho+ ki) = ho+ ki !(ho+ ki) = ho+ ki!(ho+ ki) = ho+ ki !(h]o+ ki) = h]o+ ki :Moreover, if length(s) � 2 and therefore s = s1 :: s2, where s1 and s2 are non emptysequences, we de�ne !(s) =!(s1) :: �o(s1)�!(s2).The < map is used to \freeze" a denotation. The scope of the cut contained in thedenotation must be closed, thus preventing it from including any constraints which can beadded by the � operator. We do it by transforming all open convergent constraints intoconvergent constraints, which will not contribute anymore to � (see de�nition of �) andby removing all the open internal constraints, because they are not needed anymore. Theirscope must be closed and moreover they do not belong to the set of convergent constraintsneeded to de�ne the observable set.De�nition 12 The map < on sequences is de�ned as follows:<(ho+ ki) = ho+ ki <(ho+ ki) = ho+ ki<(ho+ ki) = hi <(h]o+ ki) = h]o+ ki :Moreover, if length(s) � 2 and thus s = s1 :: s2, where s1 and s2 are non empty sequences,we de�ne <(s) = <(s1) :: <(s2).We extend cylindri�cation on constraints in the obvious way.De�nition 13 Given a variable x, the map 99x on sequences is de�ned as follows99x(ho + ki) = h9xo+ 9xki 99x(ho+ ki) = h9xo+ 9xki99x(ho + ki) = h9xo+ 9xki 99x(h]o+ ki) = h ^9xo+ 9xki :



Moreover, if length(s) � 2 and thus s = s1 :: s2, where s1 and s2 are non empty sequences,we de�ne 99x(s) = 99x(s1) :: 99x(s2).The following de�nition sounds very complex and requires careful motivation. Assumewe have a denotation D1 for G1 and a denotation D2 for G2; we look for a denotationD of G1 and G2. Every convergent constraint in D1 represents a branch of the executionof G1 leading to a solution. We do not know and do not care whether this solution issatis�able or not. All we know is that the empty goal has been reached. The leftmostselection rule of Prolog forces us to execute G2 in the \context" of this solution. That ishow we obtain the third case of the following de�nition. Something similar happens for openconvergent constraints of D1. They represent a branch of the execution of G1 leading to asolution. Moreover they represent the fact that if they are observable and satis�able (i.e. iftheir observability constraint is satis�ed and their kernel constraint is satis�able in a givenconstraint store), then all the following constraints must be cut, even if these constraints comeafter a � operation having D1 as �rst operand. We cannot discard this second informationand we cannot allow constraints of D2 to contribute to this cut condition. A cut in G1 isuna�ected by the computation in G2 even if we execute G1 and G2. The right solution is tomaintain the cut condition as an open internal constraint, where internal means that it doesnot belong to the frontier of the SLD tree, otherwise it would be a computed answer, whileit is a partial answer whose satis�ability �res the cut. This explains the fourth case of thefollowing de�nition. Moreover, since open internal constraints are not solutions but partialanswers, they are una�ected by multiplication. A partial answer for G1 is even a partialanswer for G1 and G2. This explains the second case of the following de�nition. For the�rst case, you should look at a divergent constraint as a branch of the execution of G1 whichmust be still expanded. We do not know whether this expansion will eventually lead to asolution or not. Since the leftmost selection rule implies that this \in progress" computationmust not be a�ected by G2, we leave this constraint untouched.Let us now consider the recursive case. By performing the multiplication of the �rstportion of D1 with D2, some convergent or open convergent constraint will be substitutedby the composition with D2, according to the third and the fourth cases of the followingde�nition. However, it could be the case that some divergent constraint or some openconstraint of D2 replaces a convergent or open convergent constraint, thus moving all thefollowing constraints within their scope. We must be sure that all the following constraintsin the product expand their observability part to take this situation into account. This isdone through the � map.De�nition 14 The product of two sequences is de�ned as follows:h]o+ ki 
 s = h]o+ ki ho+ ki 
 s = ho+ kiho+ ki 
 s = o � (k � s) ho+ ki 
 s = ho+ ki :: o � (k � s) :Moreover, if length(s0) � 2 then there exist non empty sequences s1 and s2, such thats0 = s1 :: s2. In this case we de�ne s0 
 s = s1 
 s :: ��(s1; s) � (s2 
 s), where �(s1; s) =Fo+k2s1 o u (k � �(s)) tFo+k2s1 o u (k � �(s)).We de�ned all the semantic operators used in the general scheme of de�nition 3. Let usnow consider how to actually compute the semantics.6 Back to denotational semanticsAn interpretation is a map I from the set of predicate symbols � to the set of sequencesof constraints. We can de�ne a partial ordering on the set of sequences which correspondsto the computational evolution of the �xpoint computation. This partial ordering can beelementwise extended to interpretations. The details cannot be described here. The bottominterpretation is the interpretation I0, such that I0[p] = h ^true+ truei for every predicate p.Given a program P , TP is monotonic on interpretations.Note that our semantics is de�ned as S(P ) = Fi�0 T iP (I0). Actually, while divergentor cut constraints are useful for a precise and compositional de�nition of the observabilityconditions, we are not interested in them when we turn to the use of the collected abstractinformation. In this second step, we only need to know the abstract information of everyconvergent constraint and the success condition of its related observability constraint. There-fore it is sensible to discard all the redundant information (from this point of view), through



an auxiliary function O, de�ned as O(s)[k] = Fo+k2s o tFo+k2s o. O is extended to inter-pretations in the obvious way. Namely, (O(I))[p] = O(I [p]) for every predicate p. Roughlyspeaking, O(s)[k] = o means that, if k is a computed answer constraint in a given constraintstore, then o is satis�able in that constraint store. Note that, if s contains two constraintso1 + k and o2 + k and if o1 entails o2, then O(s)[k] = o2, because, when k is computed, wedo not know whether it has been computed by the �rst or by the second constraint. Hencethe most general information we know is that when it is computed then it is computed ina constraint store which satis�es o2. The pointwise partial order is de�ned on the range ofO, which reects the fact that, as the computation evolves, the observability condition for agiven kernel constraint k becomes higher and higher.The following is a soundness result.Theorem 15 A kernel constraint k is a computed answer constraint for a goal G executedin a program P if and only if O(E [[G]](S(P )))[k] is a satis�able observability constraint.7 A call patterns semanticsIn the above section we have shown a semantics able to characterize computed answers of aProlog program. However program analysis is more often concerned with call patterns, moreprecisely with the set of all possible call patterns for any predicate. This information is usefulfor an optimizing compiler, since it allows one to compile predicate calls, by specializing themfor the speci�c call patterns which can actually arise at run-time.In this section we sketch the de�nitions of the operators for a call pattern semantics forProlog. We omit some details, since they can easily be reconstructed as an extension of thecase of the computed answers semantics.The main di�erence between call patterns and computed answers is that call patternsbelong to the internal part of the SLD tree, and not only to its frontier. Moreover, acall pattern constraint is associated to a speci�c predicate. Hence we de�ne the followingkinds of constraint: ^o+ k; p (divergent constraints), o+ k (convergent constraints), o+ k; p(internal constraints), o+ k (cut constraints) and o+ k (cut internal constraints). Note theintroduction of a new kind of internal constraint. The de�nitions of the semantic operatorsis similar to the case of the computed answers semantics, with a few relevant di�erences:[[c]] = true+ c, s1� s2 = s1 :: ��(s1) � s2. The de�nition of 99x is essentially unchanged whilethe basic cases of the de�nition of the ! operator are the following.!(hi) = hi !(ho+ ki) = ho+ ki!(ho+ k; pi) = ho+ k; pi !(ho+ ki) = ho+ ki!(ho+ ki) = ho+ ki !(h^o + k; pi) = h^o+ k; pi :The only relevant di�erence is that internal constraints are left untouched, because a con-straint is allowed to cut only if it is a solution of the goal, i.e. only if it is a convergentconstraint (which is made open).Even the basic cases of the de�nition of < are an extension of the old de�nition.<(hi) = hi <(ho+ ki) = ho+ ki<(ho+ k; pi) = ho+ k; pi <(ho+ ki) = ho+ ki<(ho+ ki) = hi <(h^o + k; pi) = h]o+ k; pi :Finally the basic cases of the de�nition of 
 arehi 
 s = hi h^o+ k; pi 
 s = h^o+ k; piho+ k; pi 
 s = ho+ k; pi ho+ ki 
 s = ho+ kiho+ ki 
 s = o � (k � s) ho+ ki 
 s = ho+ ki :: o � (k � s) :A di�erence is found in the de�nition of the TP operator. Roughly speaking, in thedenotation of p(x) there exists a call pattern which is precisely p(x), and then there areall the call patterns which arise in its execution. This leads to the following de�nition:TP (I)(p) = htrue+ true; pi :: 99x([[��;x]]
 <(E [[B]]I)). With this simple changes, the semantics



scheme of de�nition 3 gives rise to a call patterns semantics for Prolog. It is computed asthe least �xpoint of the TP operator, starting from the environment I0 such that I0[p] =h ^true+ true; pi, for every predicate p.Denoting the extension of the E map for call patterns analysis as Ecp and the inducedsemantics as Scp, we get the soundness resultTheorem 16 A kernel constraint k is a call pattern for the predicate p arising from theexecution of the goal G in a program P if and only if O(Ecp[[G]](Scp(P )))[hk; pi] is a satis�ableobservability constraint.8 Abstract semanticsConsider a concrete observability or kernel constraint c. If it is satis�able in the currentstore, then we know that c is satis�able in the current store. Rather than being a sillyobservation, this remark suggests us to look for a suitable approximation of the \successcondition" of c. The most concrete success condition is obviously c itself. Similarly, themost concrete \failure condition" for c is �c, that is c is not satis�able in the current store.So every concrete constraint is isomorphic to a success/failure pair hc;�ci, which we willwrite: [ c�c ]. This is the most concrete success/failure approximation of c. Actually, it isa precise approximation of c. Assume now we are interested in a given abstract analysis,whose domain is D and whose abstraction map is � : B 7! D. It can easily be seen that asuccess condition for c is the constraints(c) =_j=S^c �(S) : (1)The previous formula should be read as follows. We look for the most precise conditionwhich is satis�ed by every constraint store S which is consistent with c. Dually, a failurecondition for c is the constraint f(c) =_ 6j=S^c �(S) : (2)Hence we abstract a concrete constraint into the pair h s(c)f(c) i.In the case of kernel constraints, we need also to know what happens (from an abstractpoint of view) if a kernel constraint k is satis�ed; this information is obviously �(k). Hencea kernel constraint will be abstracted into � s(k)�(k)f(k) �. This leads to a straightforward de�nitionfor (/obs)], i.e. the abstract counterpart of /obs, h saf i /obs] = [ sf ].The conjunction of kernel and observability is de�ned ash s1a1f1 i u] h s2a2f2 i = h s1^s2a1^a2f1_f2 i and � s1f1 � u] � s2f2 � = � s1^s2f1_f2 � :The disjunction of kernel and observability is dually de�ned ash s1a1f1 i t] h s2a2f2 i = h s1_s2a1_a2f1^f2 i and � s1f1 � t] � s2f2 � = � s1_s2f1^f2 �Abstract negation and cylindri�cation are de�ned as�] [ sf ] = [ fs ] and 9]x [ sf ] = h 9xs9xf i and 9]x h saf i = � 9xs9xa9xf � :With the above de�nitions, and by assuming [[c]]] = h�>? �+ � s(c)�(c)f(c) �i, the semantic schemeof de�nition 3 can be directly translated into an abstract semantics de�nition. The abstractsemantics is de�ned as S](P ) = Fi�0(T ]P )i(I0).Finally we de�ne an abstract version of the O function as O](l])[d] = W[ sf ]+" s0df 0 #2 l] s _W[ sf ]+" s0df 0 #2 l] s.For a call patterns version of the abstract semantics, one should only perform the samechanges suggested for the concrete call patterns semantics. For an example of computationof this semantics, see later.



9 Towards a �nitely computable abstract semanticsIn the case of abstract analysis of pure logic programs, if the abstract domain is �nite ornoetherian (or at the least the set of abstract constraints on a �nite set of variables is �nite),then the abstract analysis is �nite. This is because a semantics for pure logic programsuses as computational domain sets of constraints, rather than sequences as in our approach.This problem was already tackled in [13]. As already noted, the semantics in [13] was quitecomplex, since cut and divergence conditions were \declared" rather than \applied" (as wedo in this paper). This in turn led to complex and incomplete \reduction rules" on sequences.The present approach leads to a simple solution. We will show that it is safe to remove aconstraint from a sequence if it entails another constraint of the same type and precedes itin the sequence. As a consequence it is not possible to have multiple copies of a constraintin a sequence and therefore the abstract domain of sequences becomes �nite. Finally, theabstract semantics is �nitely computable.The reduction rule on sequences can be viewed as a further abstract interpretation pro-cess, such that every abstract sequence is abstracted into another abstract sequence whereall the \entailing" constraints are removed. Formally, we de�ne an abstraction map as:�(hi) = hi, �(hvi) = v and �(s1 :: s2) = �(s1) :: �0(s2), where �0(s2) is �(s2) deprived of allconstraints v such that there exists a constraint w 2 �(s1) of the same type as v such thatjvj1 t] jwj1 = jwj1 and jvj2 t] jwj2 = jwj2, where the expression \of the same type of" meansthat the two (abstract) constraints should be both closed convergent, or both open conver-gent and so on. Intuitively, if a constraint is preceded by another constraint which entailsit, it is not useful for computing the observable properties we are interested in. Moreover,it will not be useful, even if we combine the sequence in any possible compositional context,as it will be shown in the following paragraphs.De�nition 17 Let RSS be the set of reduced sequences, that is the set of sequences such thatno constraint precedes another constraint of the same type and which entails it. Obviously,we have � : SS 7! RSS. The following abstract operators are de�ned on RSS:/obsa(c) = /obs](c) [[c]]a = h�>? �+ � s(c)�(c)d(c) �isa1 �a sa2 = �(sa1 �] sa2) sa1 
a sa2 = �(sa1 
] sa2)99axsa = �(99]xsa) !a(sa) = �(!](sa))<a(sa) = �(<](sa)) Oa(sa) = O](sa) :The above de�nition induces a semantic scheme based on the one described in de�nition 3.We de�ne the abstract reduced semantics as Sa(P ) = Fi�0(T aP )i(I0). The local correct-ness condition holds: given an interpretation I , we have �(T ]P (I)) = T aP (�(I)) where, byde�nition, �(I)[p] = �(I [p]).If v entails w then the success condition of v is lower than the success condition of wand similarly the abstract approximation of v is lower than the abstract approximation ofw. Therefore Oa(hwi) = Oa(hv; wi). This allows us to conclude that Oa(�(s)) = Oa(s). Byusing this result it can be shown that O](S](P )) = Wi�0Oa �(T aP )i(�(I0))� Note that, byassuming the set of abstract constraints on a �nite set of variables to be �nite, we concludethat the right hand side of the above equality can be computed in a �nite number of steps.A similar reduction can be applied to the call patterns analysis described in section 7 (seethe second example below).10 ExamplesIn this section we show some examples of the computation of the abstract semantics for simpleprograms. Consider for instance the following program, which shows the incompleteness ofthe Prolog search rule eq(X; Y) : �X = a; Y = b:eq(X; Y) : �eq(Y; X):eq(X; Y) : �eq(X; Z) and eq(Z; Y):eq(X; Y) : �X = Y:We compute a sharing analysis for computed answer substitutions. We use the classicaldomain for sharing analysis proposed in [9], but we assume an abstract element ? which



represents the empty set of substitutions. Moreover, > will denote the top of the domain,that is the power set of the set of variables. The abstract computation through T ]P proceedsas follows (�1 and �2 are the �rst and second parameter of the procedure).I0[eq] = h ^�>? �+ h>>? iiI1[eq] = h�>? �+ h>;? i ; ^�>? �+ h>>> i; ^�?> �+ h>>> i; �?> �+ h >(�1;�2)> iiI2[eq] = h�>? �+ h>;> i ; �>? �+ h>;> i ; ^�>? �+ h>>> i; ^�?> �+ h>>> i; �?> �+ h >(�1;�2)> i ; �?> �+ h>;> i ;^�?> �+ h>;> i; ^�?> �+ h>;> i; �?> �+ h>;> i ; ^�?> �+ h>>> i; ^�?> �+ h>>> i; �?> �+ h>;> i ;^�?> �+ h>>> i; ^�?> �+ h>>> i; �?> �+ h >(�1;�2)> iiI3[eq] = : : :Note that the computation of the abstract �xpoint is not performed in a �nite number ofsteps. However, if we reduce sequences or, equivalently, if we compute the abstract semanticsthrough the T aP operator, the abstract �xpoint is reached at step 1. The observability mapOa tells us that Oa(I1[eq])[;] = >, that is \the answer where both X and Y are groundis a Prolog computed answer, only if the constraint store satis�es >", which is always true.More interestingly, Oa(I1[eq])[(�1; �2)] = ? that is, in order to observe a computed answersubstitution where X and Y share, we must start the computation from a constraint storewhere ? is satis�ed, which can never be the case. Hence we conclude that X and Y cannever share after the execution of the eq procedure. Note that this information cannot bederived through an abstract analysis based on a logic programming interpretation of Prolog.The following example shows the computation of the abstract call patterns semanticsin a simple case. Now we use an abstract domain able to model groundness and non{freeness, without directionality. Even this \weak" domain is able to show the usefulness ofour approach. Consider the Prolog programp(X) : �X = 4; !: p(X) : �q(X): q(X) : �X = 5: q(X) : �p(X):which is translated into our abstract syntax ...p(X) : �cut(X = 4) or q(X): q(X) : �X = 5 or p(X): ;... and then abstractly compiled into:p(X) : �cut(�>? �+ � >g(X)nf(X)�) or q(X): q(X) : � �>? �+ � >g(X)nf(X)� or p(X):The computation of the abstract �xpoint (with sequence reductions) stops at the seconditeration in such a way thatlfp(TP )[p] = h�>? �+ h>>? i ; p; �>? �+ � >g(�)nf(�) � ; h nf(�)> i+ h>>? i ; q; ^h nf(�)> i+ h nf(�)>? i ; pi :From the third constraint of this denotation we conclude that the unique call pattern for q,which can arise from the execution of p, is observable only in a constraint store in which �(or, equivalently, X) is a non free variable. This information can be used to optimize thecompilation of the uni�cation for the clauses of the de�nition of q. Note that it would nothave been possible to determine this information if we had discarded the cut operator in ouranalysis.11 Conclusions and future workThis paper shows a general approach to a precise abstract interpretation of Prolog programs.Note that our approach deals naturally with negation as �nite failure, which can easily beimplemented through a clever use of the cut operator. Simple extensions of our approach candeal with several Prolog built{in's and even with error conditions. The computation of the



abstract analysis is �nite, which was not the case in our previous proposal [13]. The overheadneeded for reaching an improved precision essentially consists in the use of observability andkernel constraints and of their success and failure conditions.We can now consider the already mentioned paper [11]. A big di�erence arises lookingfor instance at the way they handle clause composition and the cut. Their de�nitions arethe following ones.Consider two sequences S1 and S2 without cut information. S1 stands for theresult of ci and S2 stands for the (combined) result of ci+1; : : : ; cn. If executionof ci terminates, then su�x ci+1; : : : ; cn is executed. Otherwise ci+1; : : : ; cn isnot executed. Therefore, the combined result S1�S2 = S1 :: S2 if S1 is �nite (i.e.neither incomplete nor in�nite) and S1�S2 = S1 otherwise. The de�nition canbe extended to sequences with cut information. If no cut is executed in ci (...),the previous reasoning applies. Otherwise, su�x ci+1; : : : ; cn is not executed (...).So, the combined result (...) is de�ned by hS1; cfi�S2 = S1�S2 if cf = nocutand hS1; cfi�S2 = S1 if cf = cut.Compare this with our de�nitions 10 and 11. The di�erence is that we delay the decisiondivergence/no divergence or cut/no cut to the actual evaluation of the denotation in a givenconstraint store. They take instead this decision just when they compose the denotations.It is not clear how their approach could lead to a goal-independent denotation. In any casetheir approach makes impossible to compute the denotations of the most general goals only,like we do in this paper. This is important because it leads to a simpler and more e�cientcomputation of the semantics.While a general approach for de�ning success and failure conditions is available (equations1 and 2), one should not think that the problem of �nding success and failure conditionsis de�nitely solved. Actually, we only shifted the problem in the de�nition of the abstractdomain, which must be devised in such a way that equations 1 and 2 do not give trivialapproximations (like >, for instance). Future work will be spent in devising such domains,and in showing the feasibility of the approach with its implementation.References[1] R. Barbuti, M. Codish, R. Giacobazzi, and G. Levi. Modelling Prolog Control. Journal of Logic andComputation, 3:579{603, 1993.[2] R. Barbuti, M. Codish, R. Giacobazzi, and M. Maher. Oracle Semantics for PROLOG. Informationand Computation, 1995.[3] E. B�orger. A Logical Operational Semantics of Full Prolog. In E. B�orger, H. Kleine, H. B�uning, andM. Richter, editors, CSL 89. 3rd workshop on Computer Science Logic, volume 440 of Lecture Notesin Computer Science, pages 36{64. Springer-Verlag, 1990.[4] A. Bossi, M. Bugliesi, and M. Fabris. Fixpoint Semantics for PROLOG. In D. S. Warren, editor, Proc.Tenth Int'l Conf. on Logic Programming, pages 374{389. The MIT Press, 1993.[5] P. Cousot and R. Cousot. Abstract Interpretation and Applications to Logic Programs. Journal ofLogic Programming, 13(2 & 3):103{179, 1992.[6] A. de Bruin and E. de Vink. Continuation Semantics for Prolog with Cut. In J. Diaz and F. Orejas,editors, Proc. CAAP 89, volume 351 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 178{192. Springer-Verlag, 1989.[7] S. K. Debray and P. Mishra. Denotational and Operational Semantics for Prolog. Journal of LogicProgramming, 5:61{91, 1988.[8] Melvin Fitting. A Deterministic Prolog Fixpoint Semantics. Journal of Logic Programming, 2(2):111{118, 1985.[9] D. Jacobs and A. Langen. Static Analysis of Logic Programs for Independent AND Parallelism. Journalof Logic Programming, 13(2 & 3):291{314, 1992.[10] N. D. Jones and A. Mycroft. Stepwise Development of Operational and Denotational Semantics forPROLOG. In Sten-�Ake T�arnlund, editor, Proc. Second Int'l Conf. on Logic Programming, pages281{288, 1984.[11] B. Le Charlier, Rossi S., and P. Van Hentenryck. An Abstract Interpretation Framework which Accu-rately Handles PROLOG Search Rule and the Cut. In M. Bruynooghe, editor, Proceedings of the 1994Int'l Symposium on Logic Programming, pages 157{171. The MIT Press, 1994.[12] G. Levi and D. Micciancio. Analysis of pure PROLOG programs. In M.I. Sessa, editor, ProceedingsGULP-PRODE '95, 1995 Joint Conference on Declarative Programming, pages 521{532, 1995.[13] G. Levi and F. Spoto. Accurate Analysis of Prolog with Cut. In P. Lucio, M. Martelli, and M. Navarro,editors, Proceeding APPIA-GULP-PRODE'96, pages 481{492, 1996.


